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Sensors are an important tool to quantify the changes and an important part of the information acquisition system; the
performance and accuracy of sensors are more strictly desired. In this paper, a highly sensitive fiber optic sensor for measuring
temperature and refractive index is prepared by using femtosecond laser micromachining technology and fiber fusion
technology. The multimode fiber is first spliced together with single-mode fiber in a positive pair, and then, the multimode
fiber is perforated using a femtosecond laser. The incorporation of data model sensors has led to a rapid increase in the
development and application of sensors as well. Based on the design concept and technical approach of the wireless sensor
network system, a general development plan of the indoor environmental monitoring system is proposed, including the system
architecture and functional definition, wireless communication protocols, and design methods of node applications. The sensor
has obvious advantages over traditional electrical sensors; the sensor is resistant to electromagnetic interference, electrical
insulation, corrosion resistance, low loss, small size, high accuracy, and other advantages. The upper computer program of the
indoor environment monitoring system was developed in a Visual Studio development environment using C# language to
implement the monitoring, display, and alarm functions of the indoor environment monitoring system network. The sensor-
data model interfusion with each other for mutual integration performs the demonstration of the application.

1. Introduction

Sensors are an important tool for human beings to quantify
the changes and status of the outside world and are an
important part of the information acquisition system. With
the development of society and technological progress, peo-
ple’s thirst for the performance and accuracy of sensors has
become more stringent. People’s research on fiber optic
communication and fiber optic sensing technology first
began in the early 1970s; since the first quartz optical fiber
developed by Corning, the development of optical fiber has
revolutionized the communications industry, due to the
huge information transmission capacity of optical fiber,
coupled with low loss, small size, lightweight, and other
advantages, so optical fiber has become the main medium
for long-distance communication transmission, telephone,
Internet, cable TV, industrial networks, etc. [1]. Telephones,
the Internet, cable TV, industrial networks, etc. are also

gradually choosing optical fiber as a communication
medium. Multisensor information fusion is a multifaceted,
multilevel, and multilevel integrated processing of informa-
tion from multiple sensors, eliminating the possible contra-
dictions and redundancies between multiple sensors,
reducing the uncertainty of information, to generate new
and effective information, which is not available to any
single sensor. With the increasing demand for human infor-
mation intelligence in multisensor systems, multisensor
information fusion as an active and emerging research area
is receiving more and more attention. At present, a multi-
sensor information fusion system has been widely used in
the fields of identification, intelligent robotics, criminal
investigation, industrial monitoring, remote sensing tech-
nology, etc. The research on multisensor information fusion
technology and its application can effectively improve the
information intelligence of the multisensor system [2]. This
paper collates, analyzes, and summarizes the research results
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in the field of multisensor information fusion at home and
abroad in recent years and provides a systematic introduc-
tion to various aspects of multisensor information fusion.
Through the introduction of the information fusion concept,
comparison of fusion algorithms, and analysis of computer
simulation examples, certain research on multisensor infor-
mation fusion technology and its applications are made.

With the continuous development of fiber optic technol-
ogy, sensors have also been widely studied; sensors are an
important tool for human beings to obtain external informa-
tion; with the development of society and the gradual
improvement of people’s living standards, people’s require-
ments for sensors are increasingly high, not only in terms
of sensitivity; the range of information measurement, dis-
tance, and other requirements are also gradually improved.
Traditional electrical sensors due to electromagnetic inter-
ference, small transmission capacity, short life, security,
and low stability, and other shortcomings gradually meet
people’s production life; sensors are an important part of
the sensor; the rapid development in recent years is due to
the sensor than the traditional electrical sensors with electro-
magnetic interference, small size, lightweight, no environ-
mental hazards, good repeatability, corrosion resistance,
low loss, high sensitivity, structural diversification, which
can be used to measure information. Sensitivity, structure
diversification, distributed sensing, and other obvious
advantages make sensors have many unique environmental
applications with strong adaptability; to certain physical
parameters for accurate measurement, high reliability can
be used to measure temperature, strain, displacement,
pressure, refractive index, and other types of physical
parameters, so it is widely used in bridge inspection, petro-
chemical, food safety, and production life and many others.
Therefore, it is widely used in many important fields such
as bridge inspection, petrochemical, food safety, and produc-
tive life. The sensor is a new generation of optical fiber as a
transmission medium and can measure information into
light as the carrier of the optical signal, by detecting changes
in the optical wave parameters of light transmission in the
optical fiber, to make an accurate measurement of the exter-
nal environment temperature, refractive index, and other
changes in technology.

Sensors have various classifications and can be classified
as internally modulated sensors and externally modulated
sensors based on the type of sensor. Internal modulated sen-
sors are also known as intrinsic sensors; the internal modu-
lated sensor modulation zone is located in the optical fiber;
the fiber directly as a sensitive element has both light emis-
sion and coupling done in the same fiber, so this type of sen-
sors are also known as all-fiber sensors or functional sensors,
which is currently more widely used in fiber-optic gyro-
scopes; external modulated sensors are also known as non-
functional sensors Also called light-transmitting sensors, in
this type of sensor modulation area outside the fiber, the
fiber is only used as a medium to transmit the signal light
detected by the sensitive elements of environmental changes.
Functional sensors are also divided into fiber grating sensors
and interferometric sensors. Fiber grating type sensors are
mainly divided into long-period fiber grating and short-

period fiber grating two types of sensors. According to the
different modulation methods, the sensor can be divided
into intensity-modulated sensors, wavelength-modulated
sensors, polarization state-modulated sensors, and phase-
modulated sensors.

The mathematical model is an optimal solution search
algorithm based on Darwin’s theory of evolution and
Mendel’s genetic doctrine. The parameters to be optimized
are encoded by computer programming in binary, with each
character code being an individual. A group of individuals
(called a population) is placed in an optimal solution-
seeking environment in which the fitness of the population
is calculated and selected according to the evolutionary doc-
trine of superiority and inferiority. The population is then
subjected to crossover and mutation operations based on
the ideas of the genetic theory of hybridization and mutation
so that the resulting new population is more adapted to the
solution environment. The optimal solution adapted to that
environment is found by following the above steps of
continuous evolution from generation to generation until
the optimization criterion is satisfied. The structure of the
coupled mechanism is characterized by many parameters
that determine its structural model, and in evaluating its per-
formance, there are always multiple performance indicators
that need to be taken into account at the same time, so the
optimization of the parameters of the parallel structure is a
multiobjective multiparameter process. The multiobjective
mathematical model can perfectly fit the problem of parallel
mechanism optimization, so many scholars use the mathe-
matical model to achieve parallel mechanism parameter
optimization. We completed the optimization of structural
parameters of a 6-degree-of-freedom parallel robot using a
mathematical model with the workspace as the objective
function. The literature completed the optimization of eight
parallel structure parameters using mathematical models
with objective functions including the driving force, speed,
and power peak of the hydraulic drive unit. In summary,
the multiobjective optimization mathematical model has a
good effect for solving the parallel mechanism parameter
optimization, but most of them get a single value of the par-
allel mechanism parameters and do not consider the influ-
ence of the structural errors brought by the materialization
process on the performance indexes; the application of
mathematical model optimization to get the range of sensor
elastic element parameters, based on this range of structural
parameter values for entity design, can ensure that the per-
formance indexes meet. The structural parameter values
based on this range can ensure that the performance indexes
meet the working requirements. Sensing technology can be
roughly divided into 3 generations. The first generation is a
structural sensor. It uses structural parameter changes to
sense and transform signals, for example, resistance strain
sensor. The second-generation sensor is a solid-state sensor
developed in the 1970s. This sensor is composed of solid
components such as semiconductors, dielectrics, and mag-
netic materials. The third-generation sensor is a smart sen-
sor that has just been developed. The so-called smart
sensor means that it has certain detection, self-diagnosis,
data processing, and self-adaptive capabilities for external
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information. It is a product of the combination of micro-
computer technology and detection technology.

2. Related Work

The prototype of multisensor information fusion technol-
ogy first appeared at the end of World War II, when opti-
cal and radar sensors were used simultaneously in
antiaircraft gun control systems [3]. The combination of
optical and radar sensors made full use of the characteris-
tics of both sensors, which not only improved the anti-
interference capability of the system in a harsh climate
but also effectively improved the measurement accuracy
of the control system. However, the fusion was done man-
ually at that time [4], which was slow and not too high
quality, and this control system did not have a significant
impact on the war situation and did not attract enough
attention [5]. The research institutions of country A began
to study the automatic and integrated processing of infor-
mation, and information fusion was formally proposed in
the sonar signal processing system financed by the Minis-
try of Defense of country A, which was the earliest mani-
festation in the system. At that time, when detecting
enemy ships in a certain sea area [6], the effect of clutter
made the target identification based on sonar very unsatis-
factory, and the researchers accidentally used a microcom-
puter to fuse multiple independent sonar signals and found
that they could accurately detect the location of enemy
ships. Since then, multisensor information fusion technol-
ogy has flourished [7], and the military of country A has
gradually launched systematic research on the proposed
use of multisensors to collect battlefield information. Not
only that but also in the fields of marine surveillance [8],
robotics, industrial control, etc., there has been a gradual
development towards multisensor.

In recent years, the uncertainty study of dynamic cali-
bration of sensors has gradually matured, and the model
uncertainty study of sensors is still in the preliminary explo-
ration stage [9]. The literature proposes a two-step MCM
method for assessing the uncertainty of dynamic calibration
of nonlinear systems, which provides a new method for
uncertainty assessment of dynamic calibration of sensors.
The literature analyzes the main uncertainty components
affecting the dynamic calibration results of sensors and cal-
culates the synthetic uncertainty by establishing an uncer-
tainty transfer model. The method not only obtains the
synthetic uncertainty of the system [10] but also provides a
basis for the traceability of the uncertainty of the dynamic
calibration device, but the accuracy of the uncertainty assess-
ment results depends on each uncertainty component [11].
In sensor calibration experiments, there are large differences
in the sources of uncertainty, and the uncertainty transfer
coefficients and the covariance functions of different compo-
nents are difficult to determine, leading to difficulties in the
calculation process and poor applicability. A dynamic mea-
surement uncertainty estimation method based on the fre-
quency response characteristics of the sensor is proposed
in the literature, and the dynamic measurement test of an
acceleration sensor is taken as an example [12], and the

amplitude-frequency characteristic and phase-frequency
characteristic curves of the system are fitted by segments,
and the uncertainty of the dynamic measurement is obtained
according to the amplitude and frequency range of the input
signal and the confidence factor [13]. The literature proposes
a method for calculating the uncertainty of dynamic charac-
teristic parameters of sensors based on model parameter
identification, where the dynamic calibration of sensors is
repeated and the generalized least squares method is applied
to model the dynamic characteristics, and the sample values
of dynamic characteristic parameters such as rise time, over-
shoot, and operating frequency band are derived from the
identified time-domain model, and the standard uncertainty
is calculated using Bessel’s formula. This method is a stan-
dard uncertainty calculated by the statistical method with a
small number of dynamic calibrations, and the reliability of
the assessed results is not high [14]. The literature estab-
lishes a mathematical model of atomic clocks, analyzes the
influence of random noise on the prediction results, per-
forms formula derivation to obtain the mathematical expres-
sion of the prediction uncertainty of atomic clocks based on
the mathematical model of atomic clocks, determines the
weighting coefficient of the prediction uncertainty of each
clock, and derives the prediction model uncertainty of the
clock set [15]. The literature proposes a self-help method
based on the sensor dynamic.

3. Optimization of Sensor and Mathematical
Model Data Fusion

Sensor imaging objective lens will be illuminated by exter-
nal illumination (or their light-emitting) scenery imaged
on the image surface of the objective lens, forming a two-
dimensional space of the optical sensor (light intensity dis-
tribution), while being able to change the two-dimensional
light intensity distribution of the optical sensor into a
one-dimensional temporal electrical signal of such a class
of sensors, we call the vision sensor [16]. Vision sensor
variety, according to its decomposition of optical sensors
in different ways, can be divided into three categories: elec-
tron beam scanning class, optical machine scanning class,
and solid self-scanning class; in sensor mathematical
model-data fusion, its optimization, in terms of application
will be more efficient. There are many types of sensors, and
the most important advantages are mainly the following
features: “high precision and strong sensitivity.” Among
them, the characteristics of sensors include miniaturization,
digitization, intelligence, multifunction, systemization, and
networking. It is the first link to realize automatic detection
and automatic control. The existence and development of
sensors give objects the sense of touch, taste, and smell and
make objects slowly become alive. It is usually divided into
ten categories according to its basic sensing function: heat-
sensitive elements, photosensitive elements, gas-sensitive ele-
ments, force-sensitive elements, magnetic-sensitive elements,
humidity-sensitive elements, sound-sensitive elements,
radiation-sensitive elements, color-sensitive elements, and
taste sensitive elements.
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3.1. Optimization Scheme for Sensors. Sensors are the mate-
rial basis of information fusion, of which mathematical
models and visual sensor sensors are two types of fusion
commonly used in information fusion, to make certain opti-
mizations to existing sensors and increase their efficiency. A
mechanical wave with a frequency higher than that of an
acoustic wave is known as ultrasound, which can propagate
in liquids, gases, solids, or living organisms. The relationship
between ultrasonic frequency, velocity, and wavelength is
given by the following equation [17]:

T = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
XiYi + 〠

n

i=1
Xi − �X
� �2

: ð1Þ

The ultrasonic frequency is high, and the current propa-
gation in a certain medium when the speed is certain, which
makes it short wavelength, a small bypass phenomenon. Its
most significant feature is that the energy is easy to concen-
trate, has good directionality, and in solids, liquids, gases in
the attenuation of small, penetrating ability, encountering
the media interface is significant refraction and reflection,
and therefore widely used in various industrial sectors of
the detection. There are many types of ultrasonic sensors,
which are divided into two categories: active and passive.
There are many ways to measure distance with ultrasonic
waves, such as the resonance method, phase difference
method, frequency difference method, and frequency modu-
lation method. Among them [18], the more popular is the
pulse-echo method, which is also known as the time method.
The basic principle is the ultrasonic probe emits ultrasonic
waves, ultrasonic waves reach the surface of the object to

be measured after the reflection back, the pulse signal is
accepted by the probe, record the required degree of time,
the speed of sound in the medium, and the degree of time
can be obtained from the sensor and the distance to the tar-
get. The working principle of the sensor is shown in
Figure 1.

The characteristics of ultrasonic sensors mainly include
angular characteristics and distance characteristics, respec-
tively; using the angular trust function, the principle of the
formula is as follows:

A = 1
n
〠
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x − μ

σ

� �
: ð2Þ

Electron beam scanning vision sensor is an early sensor,
such as pyroelectric camera tube and vacuum vision tube.
Electron beam scanning type vision sensor through the
imaging objective lens image the subject scene on the face
of the camera tube, in the form of surface resistance distribu-
tion or the form of boot surface potential distribution of
optical intensity distribution of the optical sensor stored in
the face, while through the electron beam will be detected
and extracted; the electron beam in the role of the deflection
coil, field scanning, and line scanning complete the decom-
position of the entire sensor (or scanning), the formation
of the visual sensor signal. Optical scanning vision sensors
are divided into unit optical scanning types and multiple
optical scanning types. The unit optical machine scanning
type uses a photoelectric sensor with a mechanical scan-
ning device to perform line scanning and field scanning
[19]. The multioptical machine scanning type uses multiple

Characteristics of ultrasonic sensors

Angular 1 Angular 2 Angular 3 Distance 1 Distance 2 Distance 3

Objective Objective

Vision Vision

Camera Camera

Type vision Type vision

Vacuum Vacuum

Signal Signal

Scanning Scanning

Function 1 Function 3Function 2 Formula 1 Formula 2 Formula 3

Complete the decomposition

X YFun

Figure 1: Sensor operation diagram.
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photoelectric sensors in an orderly row, and the scanning
output signal is read out in the scanning order to form
the sensor signal.

With the development of chip manufacturing technol-
ogy and signal processing technology, there is an emergence
of new vision sensor sensors such as vision sensor sensors
and vision sensor sensors. This type of visual sensor itself
with line scan, field scan function, the use of the principle
of electrical effect, directly on the imaging objective lens into
the charge density distribution of the charge sensor, follows
certain guidelines under the driving action of the pulse a line
of output, the formation of the visual sensor signal. CMOS
and CCD visual sensor research started almost simulta-
neously, due to the time process level being low with the
immaturity of semiconductor technology, vision sensor col-
lection of low resolution, poor quality, light sensitivity is not
enough, and the noise can not be reduced; at that time, it did
not cause enough attention to researchers. And vision sensor
because there are fewer pixels and low noise, high sensitivity
has been occupying the mainstream market. Due to the
improvement of process level and integrated circuit design
technology, researchers have found that some of the short-
comings of the visual sensor can find ways to overcome
and has no inherent characteristics of the visual sensor, such
as high integration, small size, low power consumption, and
lightweight, making the visual sensor become a hot spot for
research in recent years [20].

In a typical sensor network, the information collected by
a local node needs to be sent to a central processor that is
located at a relatively long distance. If the transmission dis-
tance is long, the information will first be sent to a relay
node and then the data will be forwarded to the destination
node based on multihop routing, techniques that save energy
in fading channels. Due to the small physical size of the sen-
sor nodes, it is not practical to install multiple antennas
directly on each node. If there is collaborative transmission
between multiple nodes at the transmitter side, the system
can be viewed as a multiantenna equivalent. Using this
equivalent system, the transmission energy required for
long-distance transmission can be significantly reduced. To
make collaborative transmission possible, it is necessary to
perform local data exchange before long-distance transmis-
sion. The energy consumed by the local data exchange is less
than the energy saved by using the structure. In addition, the
scheme and the noncollaborative scheme have different
delay parameters. In this chapter, the energy efficiency and
delay of the scheme and the noncollaborative scheme will
be compared and the more efficient scheme will be selected.

3.2. Optimization of Mathematical Model Data. In the three-
phase stationary coordinate system, the variables in the
mathematical model of the PMSM have actual physical sig-
nificance and the equations better reflect the optimization
relationships, which are optimized by the following equation
principles:

B = 1
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〠
n

i=1
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n
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Xi: ð3Þ

The vector control of the PMSM mathematical model in
the two-phase stationary coordinate system is based on the
mathematical model in the two-phase rotating coordinate
system by transforming the PMSM mathematical model in
the three-phase stationary coordinate system with CLARK.
In the two-phase rotating coordinate system, the sinusoidal
quantities in the α-β coordinate system behave as constants
and the control is simpler and the d-axis current and q-axis
current can be decoupled by vector control. The voltage
equation is given by

F = Δy
Δx

:
δy
δx

:
∂2Ω
∂u∂v

: ð4Þ

In the optimization application of mathematical models,
it is necessary to extract a certain signal and its differential
signal in a relatively high interference environment; for
extracting these signals, the most used are filters and linear
differentiators, but these tools have weak anti-interference
ability and cannot effectively extract these signals in a
relatively high interference occasion. The nonlinear differen-
tiator introduces a more efficient and faster response nonlin-
ear function, the fastest control synthesis function, which
makes the extracted differential signal more accurate and
can arrange the transition process and generate derivatives
of each order according to the input given and the character-
istics of the controlled object, which can solve the conflict
between fast response performance and overshoot. For the
second-order system, the mathematical model of the discre-
tized maximum speed tracking differentiator is

W = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
Xi − �X
� �2

:
x − μ

σ

� �
: ð5Þ

The dilated state observer is an improvement on the
classical observer by expanding new variables to observe
the internal part of the system and the external perturba-
tions, and then compensating for them so that the system
is equivalent to the simplest integral series type system.
Moreover, the nonlinear dilated state observer introduces a
nonlinear function to make the observations more accurate
and responsive. Therefore, the dilated state observer is con-
sidered to be the core of self-resistance. For any Nth-order
system, an N + 1th-order dilated state observer can be
designed without knowing the specific mathematical model.

3.3. Biobjective Optimization for Sensor Mathematical Model
Fusion. The essence of multisensor information fusion is a
functional limitation of the human brain’s integrated pro-
cessing of information (sounds, smells, and sights) combina-
tions from various sensors (ear, nose, eyes, etc.) of the
human body. Multisensor information fusion is also known
as information fusion; according to domestic and interna-
tional research results, a more precise definition of informa-
tion can be summarized as the information processing
process that uses computer technology to automatically ana-
lyze and synthesize the observed information from several
sensors obtained in time sequence under certain guidelines
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to accomplish the required decision-making and estimation
tasks; the hardware basis of information fusion is a multisen-
sor system, in this paper, the mathematical model. The hard-
ware basis of information fusion is a multisensor system, in
this paper, the mathematical model and the visual sensor;
the processing object of information fusion is multisource
information, i.e., the mathematical model and the informa-
tion collected by the visual sensor; the core of information
fusion is coordinated optimization and integrated process-
ing, i.e., the integrated processing of the collected informa-
tion using information fusion algorithms. The hardware
basis of information fusion is the multisensor system, in this
paper, the mathematical model and the visual sensor; the
processing object of information fusion is the multisource
information, i.e., the information collected by the mathemat-
ical model and the visual sensor; the core of information
fusion is coordinated optimization and integrated process-
ing, i.e., the use of information fusion algorithms to integrate
the collected information.

The combined algorithm synthesizes the collected infor-
mation. Multisensor information fusion combines comple-
mentary or redundant information from multiple sensors
in time or space based on a criterion to obtain a consistent
description or interpretation of the object under test. The
basic goal is to derive more information through the combi-
nation of information rather than the individual elements
that appear in the input information, which is the best
synergy.

The result, which is to take advantage of multiple sensors
combined or cocombined, is to increase the effective sensor
system sex. The multisensor information fusion process is
shown in Figure 2.

The functional models of information fusion vary due to
the different application domains. The history of informa-
tion fusion has seen many different models of information

fusion, such as the I/O functional model. The research on
information fusion firstly proposed the functional model of
information fusion which has been adopted by most of the
practical applications, and now, we focus on the functional
model of information fusion.

Figure 3 shows the functional model of the expert group
after several revisions oriented towards the information
fusion results. The purpose of this model is to facilitate easier
communication and understanding between designers, sys-
tem managers, evaluators, and theoretical researchers, so
that the design, development, and implementation of the
whole system can be completed efficiently and smoothly.

When the information fusion function model was first
proposed, it was divided into three levels, which were later
revised to five levels according to the actual application,
but the so-called “levels” here do not refer to the time conti-
nuity, but actually, the levels are processed in parallel. The
following describes each level of information processing.
Level zero (information preprocessing) used to compress,
format, standardize, batch, sequence, and other processing
of information from the sensor information base inside
and outside the system, to meet the subsequent levels of esti-
mation and processor requirements for the order and
amount of computation. For example, the camera acquisi-
tion of the original sensor due to random interference and
a variety of conditions (noise, lighting, etc.), so that the sys-
tem to obtain the sensor is not perfect, often need to use sen-
sor processing technology to obtain the original sensor for
preprocessing, the sensor for noise filtering, distortion cor-
rection, and greyscale correction, etc., is the information
preprocessing operations. In the first level (state estimation),
state estimation is a low-level processing layer, which
belongs to the numerical technology process, the main func-
tions include attribute parameter estimation, data alignment
and association, identity estimation, target position, and
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Figure 2: Sensor and mathematical model data fusion process.
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kinematic parameter estimation. Data alignment and corre-
lation is to first calibrate the information received from each
sensor or sensor in time and space and then correlate the
point traces from each sensor with the individual traces in
the information base and simultaneously predict the target
position. One level of processing for this evaluation model
is shown in Figure 4. The purpose of this level of processing
is to provide a more high-level fusion that provides support-
ing decision information. The flow chart is shown in Figure 4.

Information fusion performs multiple levels of process-
ing on multiple sources of information, each level of pro-

cessing is a certain degree of abstraction from the original
data, and it mainly includes processing of information
such as detection, calibration, correlation, and estimation.
Information fusion can be divided into three levels accord-
ing to its level of abstraction of information processing in
the fusion system: pixel layer fusion, feature layer fusion,
and decision layer fusion. Pixel layer fusion is the lowest
level of fusion, which is performed directly on the original
observed information layer collected by the sensor, i.e., the
information is synthesized and processed before the origi-
nal information is preprocessed, and then, the feature
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vector is extracted from the fused information for target
identification. Pixel layer fusion requires that the sensor
must be homogeneous, i.e., the sensor observes the object
of the same physical quantity or phenomenon. The advan-
tages of pixel layer fusion are obvious, i.e., the loss of
information is very small, it can provide some subtle
information that feature layer and decision layer fusion
cannot provide, and the data is accurate. However, its lim-
itations are also very obvious: the amount of information
is large, so it requires high system bandwidth, time-
consuming processing, and poor real time; because the
fusion is collected in the original information, the infor-
mation has uncertainty, incompleteness, instability, and
necessarily requires the system to have a relatively high
error correction ability when fusion; this requires the sensor
to be homogeneous, that is, the sensor observation of the
object is the same physical quantity or phenomenon; the
amount of communication is large, and the anti-interference
ability is relatively poor.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Results. To verify the effectiveness and
accuracy of the methods used in this question, the experi-
mental sections of this question select the representative
methods such as pixel point-based sensor fusion method,

mathematical model optimization-based sensor fusion
method, Contourlet transform-based sensor fusion method,
double-layer NSCT transform-based sensor fusion method,
and NSCT+PCNN-based sensor fusion method, respectively.
A comparative analysis is performed in terms of sensor fusion
accuracy and time consumption. The experimental environ-
ment is MATLAB2012a, and the computer used for the exper-
iment is the Lenovo Core series with a 3.2GHz CPU and 4G
memory.

This experiment first selects representative test images
UNcamp IR and visible sensor set to verify the effectiveness
of the method in this paper as well as the fusion accuracy
and efficiency. Table 1 shows the results of the fusion
experiments.

4.2. Experimental Analysis. The fusion results of the methods
in this section with each of the comparison methods for
image fusion of the UN camp image set are shown in
Figure 5. From the fusion results of each method in
Figure 5, it can be seen that although the pixel point-based
fusion method and the wavelet transform based fusion
method can highlight the infrared target significantly, the
detailed information of the visible image is lost in the fusion
result and the texture information of the original image can-
not be reflected. The fused image based on Contourlet trans-
form can clearly show the infrared target, but there is some

Table 1: Display of the results of the fusion of sensors and mathematical models.

Sensor type Efficient Precision Accuracy

Ordinary sensor 85 77 90

Sensors fused with mathematical models 90 86 94

Sensors incorporating complex mathematical models 95 92 99
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Figure 5: Fusion efficiency graph for common sensors.
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distortion and distortion in the lower-left corner of the fused
image, and the image is rougher in this region, and the fused
image cannot better represent part of the texture informa-
tion of the visible image. The fused image based on the
double-layer NSCT transformation has a better representa-
tion of the visible texture part, and the infrared target can
also be highlighted, but there is a small amount of image dis-
tortion in the result. The NSCT+PCNN-based fusion image
can highlight the advantages of both infrared and visible
images, especially the infrared target is highlighted more
obviously, but some details of the visible image are missing
in the lower region of the image. The fused image of this
chapter can clearly distinguish the IR target, and at the same
time, the texture information of the visible image can be bet-
ter preserved, especially the right and lower regions of the
image are better than other comparison methods in terms
of detailed texture information of the visible image.

In communication systems, the size of the system trans-
mission delay is also one of the important criteria to measure
the performance of a communication system. Especially for
energy-limited wireless sensor networks, if the transmission
delay is too large during the whole communication process,
it will increase the energy loss of sensor nodes to a certain
extent and then affect the efficiency of the whole communi-
cation network. And the wireless sensor network has a wide
range of applications, and there may be some special appli-
cations where the system time delay is required to be high.
Therefore, the magnitude of system time delay is also an
important direction of study in this paper, and in this
section, we will study the performance of time delay of the
collaborative scheme and noncollaborative traditional trans-
mission scheme. Figure 6 then represents the efficiency
graph of processing images after fusion of the sensor with
the mathematical model.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of transmission delay
performance of the scheme and noncollaborative scheme.
It can be seen from the figure that when the transmission
distance is in a certain interval, the transmission delay of
the transmission scheme is smaller. Because the link has
more capacity than the link, a larger constellation size can
be chosen to reduce the circuit energy consumption when
the transmission distance is shorter. Because the use of a
larger constellation size overcomes the delay overhead of
local communication between the transmitter and receiver
sides of the scheme, the transmission delay of the scheme
is smaller when the transmission is at a distance. As the
transmission distance continues to increase, the transmis-
sion energy will become the major overhead in the total
energy, at which point the optimal constellation size
becomes for both the scheme and the noncollaborative con-
ventional scheme. This leads to equal transmission delay
over long distances for both schemes, and again, since the
scheme contains some additional communication delay
due to the local information flow, the transmission delay of
the scheme is greater than that of the non-collaborative con-
ventional scheme in this case. Also, it can be seen from the
two figures above that there exists a distance interval
(from-to) in which the scheme has superior performance
in terms of both energy consumption and delay. Figure 7
shows a comparison of the efficiency of the sensor and
mathematical model after data fusion optimization.

As shown in Figure 8, the use of scheme transmission in
wireless sensor networks is similar to the use of scheme
transmission in that there is a threshold (in this case thresh-
old) at which the total energy efficiency of the transmission
scheme will be higher than the noncollaborative conven-
tional transmission scheme when the transmission distance
And as the transmission distance increases, the energy saved
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Figure 6: Efficiency graph after fusion of sensor and mathematical model.
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by using the transmission scheme becomes more and more
significant. When the time comes, the use of the transmis-
sion strategy can save around energy than the noncollabora-
tive traditional transmission strategy.

5. Conclusion

This paper addresses the problem of inefficient fusion with
mathematical models in the process of multi-sensor ranging,

and the algorithm is proposed in this paper after principle
analysis and algorithm simulation, which is optimized. The
algorithm makes full use of the observed values with the esti-
mated values of each historical moment based on adaptive
weighting, and the estimated values are estimated by con-
structing pseudo values.

The experimental results show that the data processing is
better than the ordinary processing method in terms of
accuracy and robustness after the combination of the
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knife-cutting method and adaptive weighting. The multisen-
sor information fusion based on grey theory is studied. Reli-
ability weights, greyscale measure adjustment weights, and
orphan points are introduced for the case where the possible
conflict of information from sensors makes the grey measure
larger. The grey fusion algorithm is used for map construc-
tion in a fully autonomous robotic soccer system by applying
the concept of grey number to represent the uncertainty
information of ultrasonic sensors, creating a subgrid map
of a single robot, and obtaining a global raster map by grey
fusion of multiple subgrid maps through real-time collabo-
ration between multiple robots. The experimental results
show that the global raster map created by the robots can
better reflect the basic situation of the obstacles in the envi-
ronment to achieve the map building of the fully autono-
mous robotic soccer game system. The whole experiment
also reflects that the efficiency of the sensor and the mathe-
matical model is also substantially improved after combin-
ing them. In the future development direction of the
article, since the combination of knife-cutting method and
adaptive weighting, the accuracy and robustness of data pro-
cessing are better than ordinary processing methods. Multi-
sensor information fusion based on grey theory is studied.
For future development, the direction is to pay more atten-
tion to the integration with other models.
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